Research Community

Data on Open Source

Those researching free and open source software and its development,
from Software Engineering, Management, Organizational Studies,
Economics and Sociology.
This community is interested in questions like:
- How do projects coordinate and make decisions?
- How does software 'evolve' over time?
- How is software complexity managed?
- What is the social structure of the projects?
- How are people socialized into these communities
- How do the projects change their practices over time?
- Can open source practices be used in other online
collaboration communities?
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Revision 8152 - (view) (download) (annotate) - [select for diffs]
Modified Thu Oct 26 19:26:49 2006 UTC (11 months, 1 week ago) by hofman
Original Path: trunk/bibdesk/BibDeskOpenCommand.m
File length: 3509 byte(s)
Diff to previous 7938

CVS logs for
30K projects 25
Million atomic
commits
10G raw, 3G db

180G + 15G Month

The survey was announced on these websites, and in the following languages:
English, Dutch, German, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Portugese, and Chinese
You can view the whole survey in HTML or PDF format

Tabulation of answers to each question -- Click "Results" to see the answers
collected for each question.
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Paper

Collapse the owner and document of publications.
the document of a BibItem and a BDSKMacroResolver is now an object conforming to
the BDSKDocument protocol.
Lots of changes for the changed API and header declarations. Also several checks

CVSanalY

Sourceforge backend db dumps
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1. When did you first start participating in open source/free software development? Results
2. Before you started participating in OS/FS development, how often did you use OS/FS? Results

570

6. Do you identify more with the Free Software community or with the Open Source community?
Results
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Revision 8561 - (view) (download) (annotate) - [select for diffs]
Modified Mon Nov 20 22:46:25 2006 UTC (10 months, 2 weeks ago) by hofman
Original Path: trunk/bibdesk/BibDeskOpenCommand.m
File length: 3422 byte(s)
Diff to previous 8382

Rename BDSKDocument protocol to BDSKOwner. Rename corresponding accessors and
ivars accordingly. Avoids confusion.

5. How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about open source, free, or
proprietary software? Results

No way to trace from
new to old data and analysis
No virtuous cycle
(see figure on bottom right of poster)

Update all copyright dates

Use more informative description in NSLocalizedString

FLOSS-US Includes all Trackers and Forums
Data on 130K projects and 250K
developers
The Free/Libre/Open Source Software Survey for 2003
140G + 10G month
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Revision 8382 - (view) (download) (annotate) - [select for diffs]
Modified Sat Nov 11 15:42:20 2006 UTC (10 months, 3 weeks ago) by hofman
Original Path: trunk/bibdesk/BibDeskOpenCommand.m
File length: 3503 byte(s)
Diff to previous 8152

4. How important were the following factors when you first started developing open source/free
software? Results
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Revision 9095 - (view) (download) (annotate) - [select for diffs]
Modified Fri Jan 5 23:11:09 2007 UTC (9 months ago) by amaxwell
Original Path: trunk/bibdesk/BibDeskOpenCommand.m
File length: 3427 byte(s)
Diff to previous 8561

I've modified the code so sniffing files should be more efficient, so give
the next nightly build a try. Your large.dat file now causes a 5 second
delay. I've some other ideas for improving the speed as well.

Notre Dame Dumps

Spiders 8 repositories (inc Sourceforge,
ObjectWeb, Savannah).

Parent Directory
Links to HEAD:
Sticky Revision:

>Thank you for your helpful comments. It will be better if PPT files are
>recognized as unparseable files (and keynote files?). In addition to PDF
>articles, I often add PPT files used in conferences.
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[ b i b d e s k ] / t r u n k / bibdesk / BDSKOpenCommand.m

Log of
/trunk/bibdesk/BDSKOpenCommand.m

Rename some source files objects to use the BDSK prefix.

Thank you very much. The nightly version works fine. I' m looking forward
1.3.11.
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3. How long were you using open source/free software before you started participating in OS/FS
development? Results
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High CPU load while drag and drop of large files
No
When I drag and drop files lager than a few MB on the window of BibDesk,
CPU load goes extreme high almost 100%. I think I have never had this kind
of problem with older versions.
Comments

Currently there is duplicated collection and analysis effort and low
replicability which is hampering the community's ability to building each
others work and therefore progress the field.
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[ 1799630 ] High CPU load while drag and drop of large files
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K. Crowston et al. / Information and Software Technology 49 (2007) 564–575

Table 2
Coding scheme for task assignment mechanism

7. What are the roles of an open source/free software license? Results
Philip Aspurag<br>
8. What license
restrictions apply
to the following tools that you use to program OS/FS? Results
Interviewed
by Chengetai
Masango<br>
________________________________<br>
9. How many OS/FS projects have you contributed to? Results
<br>

Name

Code

Description

Relationship of
task assignment

DD

Developer assigns task to developer

DU
UD
UU

Developer assigns task to user
User assigns task to developer
User assigns task to user

Example

I: What
projects
are
you involved
in?<br>
10. Please
name the
project
to which you
currently (or most recently) contributed, and the first
R: Mainly
content
management
and architypes inside Plone<br>
project toPlone,
which you
ever contributed:
Results
Task assignment
SA
Assigning tasks to self
I’d like to work on this part
I: How many people would you say you worked with?<br>
mechanism
11. Approximately
when
did your
involvement
withtwenty
each project
start<br>
and end? Results
R:&nbsp;
It varies,
regular
contacts
about
people
If you’d like, I’ll make the package
I: how long have you been doing this<br>
ACP
Assigning tasks to a speciWc person
Luke, could you check this bug?
R: About three years since we have been involved with the Plone project.<br>
AUP
Assigning tasks to an unspeciWed person
Can someone please do a brief test,
replacing conWg.php with newconWg.php?
I: Your company is based on Plone right?<br>
AO
Assigning task to a person who is neither
I’ll ask one of my friends if he can come up with
R: Yes we make much business with Plone<br>
a developer or user
quality sounds as well
I: Do you do anything else?<br>
SCO
Suggest consulting with a certain person
You’d better ask Jorg and work with him to solve it
R: Yeah, we do windows programming when neccesaary, we don’t like it so much but..<br>
to do the task
I:yeah<br>
R: if the customer asks for it ..shrug.. but mostly we rely on plone and plone applications &nbsp;<br>
Table 3
I: I take it that you make most of your living with opensource software. right?<br>
Frequency of destinations of task assignment by project
R: Right.<br>
I: What would you say your level of development is? Where would you place yourself in the project?<br>
Task assignment mechanisms
Code
Frequency
R: Quite deep involvement, for example we organized this conference,
EGW (%)
Gaim (%)
Compiere (%)
so, we do much development and much of the organization and stuff.<br>
Self-assignment
SA
37(52.9)
60 (59.4)
16 (57.1)
I: Okay, What are the main activities within the project? What do you think the main activities of the project
are?<br>
Assign to a speciWed person
ACP
15(21.4)
18 (17.8)
9 (32.1)
R Our own or Plone?<br>
Assign to an unspeciWed person
AUP
12(17.1)
22 (21.8)
1 (3.6)
I: The whole project in General <br>
Ask an outsider (a person not in the project development team)
AO
0
1 (1.0)
0
R: Plone is a CMS, targeting the large scale use cases, Plone is not
Suggest consulting with others
SCO
6 (8.6)
0
2 (7.2)
only usable for the bakery around the corner but maybe it addresses
Total of task assignment messages
70 (100)
101 (100)
28 (100)
portals&nbsp; such as Universities, big institutions because Plone
faces the target to be highly flexible and extensible because there is
familiar with the task they want to take on. Volunteering
The volunteering may be coupled with an inquiry about
a very intelligent object model. <br>
combined with asking for help is frequently seen in our prothe usability of product. This example came from the ComI: How do you identify what to work on and how do you prioritize, how do you assign work?<br>
jects, as shown in these two examples:
piere project for example:
R: Inside the Plone project their exists a system of so called plips,
plone improvement proposals, you can create them on the Plone site, so
I’d willing to do this, but really need
I want to extend and to create new
if someone has an idea how to make content or improve Plone, he rights
some assistance upfront before I could
reports of Compiere, I know that you
this together, people discuss this and when an agreement is found, then
make a contribution. I was wondering if
have thought to replace to Style Report
it would be scheduled for a certain release, then it will be developed
someone here might be willing to help me.
by API Java 1.4. Which is your plan to
against this release.<br>
implement API Pringing?
I: Okay, so anybody could propose something,&nbsp; &nbsp;<br>
Can someone give me instructions to
R: Anybody can propose something but only a certain amount of people
translate, so I can work on that?
In a few cases, the oVer to help is not connected to a parhave check in rights to the plone repository, they have to sign a
ticular task, but rather to claim responsibility for a general
contributor agreement, its the same with XXXX. But anybody who
4.1.2. Assigning tasks to others
class of problems or just to announce availability, as in
registers on the site can write a plip.<br>
As well as volunteering, developers often propose tasks
these two quotations:
I: What kind of software tools do you use, to help with this process?<br>
and ask for volunteers, explicitly or implicitly. We distindevelopers, If you Wnd any PHP5
R: Mainly, discussion takes place with wiki’s on plone, mailing lists, and the IRC chats are the main mediasHi,
of communication.<br>
guished three targets for the request: a speciWc named proI: Do you use anything that analogous to bugzilla ?<br>
related problems, please open a bug
ject member, an unnamed individual (i.e., asking for
R:&nbsp; Yeah, Yeah, there is a bug collector on plone, where people
report and assign it to me.
someone to volunteer) and a non-member. For eGroupcan file bugs, bugs would be assigned to developers and developers work
Ware
and Compiere, asking a certain person (code ACP)
Well
I
just
started
14
days
of
vecation
on the queue <br>
in front
of the telly and computer. So I
was the second most frequent mode of task assignment, folI: Who assigns the to the developers, is it assigned to specific developers or do developers come and pick them
up.<br>
lowed by asking an unspeciWed person (code AUP). For
guess I will do some coding these
R: there is a release manager but also the submitter of the bug could
Gaim, ask an unspeciWed person is the second most fredays. D )
assign them to a certain person. The question is if the person takes
quent mode of task assignment, followed by asking a certhe bug or whether the assignment will be changed by the release
Due to the nature of voluntary participation, condimanager. That the general way.<br>
tain person. For example:
tional volunteering behaviors are frequently observed in all
I: How do people within the team coordinate their work?<br>
Can
someone please do a brief test,
three
projects.
Unlike
in
most
proprietary
software
develR:&nbsp; P2P<br>
replacing conWg.php with newconWg.php?
opment, volunteers in FLOSS projects take on the work on
I: like email or direct chats<br>
If it works for a few people without
their own time. For example, it is common to see “I
R: yes<br>
would like to work on it, if I get time”.
causing problems, it will help us in the
I: okay do you have any coordination problems, loke somebody waiting for something ?<br>
long run.
And the volunteers are not required to be an expert, or even
R: of course but generally plone is in a good state sometimes they are problems but they are not unsolvable.<br>
I: Now is there a mechanism to solve problems. Let’s say there are two
ways of doing something, you do have disagreements of technique or
something.<br>
R: Yeah but these have to be discussed within the community. Sometimes
it is the majority who decides sometimes Alan or Alex says okay lets do

Building a collaboratory for research on
open source software development
Advice Wanted :)
1. data models
2. workflow tools
3. community building
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